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Definition
Metastasis represents the most lethal attribute of cancer and critically limits successful therapies in many tumor entities.
The clinical need is defined by the fact that all cancer patients, who have or who will develop distant metastasis, will
experience shorter survival. Thus, the ultimate goal in cancer therapy is the restriction of solid cancer metastasis by novel
molecularly targeted small molecule based therapies. Biomarkers identifying cancer patients at high risk for metastasis
and simultaneously acting as key drivers for metastasis are extremely desired. Clinical interventions targeting these key
molecules will result in high efficiency in metastasis intervention. In result of this, personalized tailored interventions for
restriction and prevention of cancer progression and metastasis will improve patient survival.

1. Introduction
1.1. The Demanding Clinical Need for Metastasis Intervention
Despite the progress for treatment of solid cancers, metastasis remains the key issue impacting failure or success of
cancer therapies. Metastatic dissemination of primary tumors is directly linked to patient survival. Metastasis is not an
inherent property of all neoplastic cells [1]. Some cancers are highly aggressive forming metastases with high frequency,
while others are rarely metastatic despite being locally invasive. But, metastasis is the most lethal attribute for cancer
patients and counts for about 90% of all cancer deaths [2][3].
Further, metastatic spread critically limits successful therapies in many tumor entities[4]. The limited therapeutic success
defines the clinical need for novel metastasis-inhibiting treatment strategies aiming at key events and drivers of
metastasis formation by using small molecule drugs. We are focusing here on biomarkers acting as causal key drivers for
metastasis, being involved in signaling pathways, promoting and driving the metastatic phenotype of cancer cells, which
may serve as useful targets for small molecule-based restriction of metastasis formation.

1.2. Exploiting the Metastatic Cascade to Find Vulnerabilities for Metastasis Intervention
Here we dissect the metastatic cascade for novel approaches to combat metastasis formation, which arise upon
reviewing the metastatic cascade [5][6]. The main steps of this cascade start with cellular transformation and tumor growth.
This necessarily includes progressive growth of neoplastic cells and the availability of nutrients for the expanding tumor
mass, initially supplied by simple diffusion. The second step is proliferation and angiogenesis. Here, the extensive
vascularization must occur if a tumor mass is to exceed 1–2 mm in diameter. Angiogenic factors must be synthesized
and secreted, thereby building a capillary network from the surrounding host tissue. The third step is detachment and
invasion. Tumor cell detachment from the primary tumor mass is caused by loss of adhesion programs and invasion in
the adjacent tissue is mainly characterized by degradation of the matrix using a variety of proteinases, both leading to
increase in cell motility. This local invasion of the tumor cells into the host stroma paves the way of the detached and
invasive tumor cell into circulation. The next step—intravasation, when tumor cells enter the blood vessel and circulation
—is performed by single tumor cells or tumor cell aggregates. Although the majority of these circulating tumor cells are
rapidly destroyed, some cells survive the circulation, staying dormant and are trapped in the capillary beds of distant
organs. In the circulation, tumor cells interact with for example, platelets and lymphocytes. Then, circulating tumor cells
arrest at distant organ sites by binding the endothelium of the vessels there [7]. During the extravasation step, educated
tumor cells leave the circulation by rupture of the walls surrounding the vessel and penetration of the circulating tumor
cells into adjacent tissue. The last step, completing metastasis formation, is the proliferation and the re-organization of
the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the arrested tumor cells in the organs of the secondary site, essentially supported by an
appropriate microenvironment. A newly generated vascular network of the micrometastases will help to evade destruction
by host defenses. Metastases then grow into metastatic colonies, with about 50 cells will constitute a colony and continue
to grow until macroscopic metastases are clinically detectable.

Thus, metastasis development is only possible when the “seed,” the tumor cells as the secondary site and the “soil,” the
new surrounding organ, are compatible—the “seed and soil model” [8]. Further, since each of the steps of the metastatic
cascade is dependent on clearly defined molecular pathways and networks, key targets of these signaling cascades can
be identified and used for step-specific treatment [9]. Various interference opportunities have been developed using small
molecules [10].

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the key events leading to metastasis. For the different metastatic steps important
genes are listed, which represent drivers of the metastatic process. They enable cancer cell migration, invasion intra- and
extravasation as well as metastasis outgrowth. Such genes represent promising targets for therapeutic interventions. In
this regard, small molecule inhibitors are listed, which target particular steps in the metastatic process.

2. Targets for Therapeutic Intervention during Metastasis
Formation
2.1. Tumor Cell Detachment—Principiis Obsta
Cell detachment from the primary tumor has been considered as initial step of metastasis . The adhesion between cells
but also to the ECM, is mediated through cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) [11]. Among them, calcium-dependent
receptors such as cadherins and integrins play crucial roles. Their dysregulation causes the impairment of tissue integrity
[11][12][13].

Cadherins are one group of the CAMs, which are crucial for proper cell-cell contact. Their dysregulation leads to loose
[14][15]

cell-cell contacts allowing tumor cells to detach from the primary tumor and disseminate to a distant site

. For

example, the expression of N-cadherin is elevated in many cancer cells and aberrant regulation of this molecule allows
them to migrate and form metastases [16][17].
Integrins are further essential CAMs providing cell-ECM interactions [18]. While the extracellular domain of integrins binds
to ECM molecules, the intracellular domain facilitates the attachment to the cytoskeleton via intracellular focal adhesions
[19].

This binding not only regulates the cell adhesion but also provides the signal transduction between the cell and ECM

via integrin activated signal molecules such as focal adhesion kinases (FAKs) and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)
[20]

. The aberrant regulation of integrin increases cancer invasiveness via the dysregulation of these signal molecules. It

also leads to the activation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) responsible for ECM degradation

[21][22]

. MMPs are

endopeptidases playing an essential role in physiological processes such as organogenesis, apoptosis and cell
proliferation [86,87]. Their aberrant regulation leads to tissue damages, enables cancer cell motility and correspondingly
causes spread of cell from primary tumors to distant sites

[23][24][25]

.

Physiologically, when cells lost their cell-cell and ECM connection, an apoptotic process called anoikis is activated[26][27].

This process prevents survival and anchorage-independent growth of detached cells and thus hinders dissemination to
distant sites. However, some cancer cells develop resistance mechanisms against this control mechanism.
The resistance to anoikis, together with changes in cell adhesion and cell polarity, is conjointly known as epithelial to
mesenchymal transition (EMT). This process induces mesenchymal properties of cancer cells leading to increased
motility and invasiveness.
These briefly described processes have prompted efforts to therapeutically target the detachment of cells from the
primary tumors. They are focusing on three levels, to intervene in the cell detachment and survival of detached cells—(i)
targeting CAMs, (ii) activating anoikis and (iii) breaking anoikis resistance.
CAMs represent one of the prominent targets to prevent metastasis initiation. ADH1 (exherin) inhibits the invasion and
proliferation of some cancer types through binding and blocking the essential CAM component N-cadherin. It was tested
in phase II clinical trials as monotherapy of different N-cadherin positive neoplasms. In clinical phase I settings the
combination with cisplatin and gemcitabine for treatment of metastatic pancreatic or biliary tract cancerwas tested, which
in part led to stable disease .
Integrins are another prominent class of targets to prevent distant dissemination of tumor cells. The inhibition of integrin–
ligand interaction not only decreases cellular growth but also induces apoptotic cell death. The integrin antagonist
cilengitide, a cyclic pentapeptide, binds RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp)-dependent integrins, inhibits the ECM ligand-integrin
interaction and thus induces apoptosis. The efficacy of this drug was tested in a clinical phase III trial for glioblastoma. In
combination with the alkylating agent temozolomide and chemoradiotherapy the application of cilengitide however did not
improve patient outcome . By contrast, in a clinical phase I study cilengitide treatment showed an antitumor activity in
combination with paclitaxel . In a clinical phase II trial treating non-small lung cancer patients, cilengitide monotherapy
was as effective as docetaxel .
Detachment of cancer cells from the ECM leads to conformational changes of integrin, followed by the transmission of
outside-to-inside signals through pathways involving FAK. In particular cancer cells, which have high anoikis resistance
show an elevated level of FAK expression [28]. Its inhibition by the isoflavanoid genistein reduced detachment of tumor
cells and inhibited MMPs. Genistein is tested in different clinical trials, including phase III [NCT00584532] clinical trial for
prostate cancer
Anoikis prevents survival of cells that lost their cell-matrix or cell-cell interactions . Therefore, inducing anoikis by drug
therapy is another promising approach to reduce the survival of detached cells. DZ-50 is a quinazoline-based compound
that inhibits the epithelial and endothelial cell survival through inhibition of surface integrin β1. It reduces the tumor cell
adhesion to the ECM by promoting anoikis and thus inhibits tumor growth in vivo .
One of the main pathways leading to the induction of anoikis is the death receptor pathway. This pathway is activated
through binding of FAS Cell Surface Death Receptor (FAS) or TNF-Related Apoptosis-Inducing Ligand (TRAIL) to the
extracellular domain of the death receptor. This leads to the activation of caspase 8, which cleaves downstream effectors,
such as caspase 3 and 7 to finally induce cell death. Caspase 8 and FLICE inhibitory protein (FLIP) are structurally
similar proteins. FLIP binds to the DISC complex and inhibits caspase 8 activation [29]. In malignant cells with metastatic
potential, FLIP expression is increased, protecting cells from apoptosis. The antibiotic anisomycin (flagecidin) was
identified as FLIP inhibitor in a compound library screen . Thus, targeting FLIP with anisomycin leads to anoikis
sensitization. The anoikis activating effect of this small molecule was not only shown in vitro for prostate cancer cells but
its anti-metastatic effect was also corroborated in mouse studies[29] . Recently, a novel, first-in-class FLIP inhibitor was
identified by molecular modelling. The respective lead compounds entered preclinical validation and characterization[30].
Cell detachment and survival of the detached cells are the initial steps of metastatic dissemination. Therefore, it is crucial
to target these pathways to prevent dissemination of cells to distant sites.

2.2. Migration of Tumor Cells—Stop Moving
During malignant progression, tumor cells polarize towards chemoattractant gradients and engage in remodeling of the
[31][32]

cytoskeleton to physically move away from the primary tumor [31][32]. This requires directed interaction with the ECM via
transmembrane receptors (integrins, discoidin domain receptors) for ECM proteins (fibronectin, fibrinogen, collagen, etc.)
[33][34]

. Upon contact with ECM these receptors form focal adhesions, which in turn activate FAK with assistance by

adapter proteins (talin, paxillin). FAK is an important hub of intracellular signaling and integrates integrin and growth
hormone receptor signals to various target proteins. In cell migration, FAK orchestrates PI3K/AKT and Rho-GTPase
signaling to exert polarized cell motility [35][36][37].
Rho, Rac and cell division cycle 42 (Cdc42) initiate and catalyze the polymerization of actin filaments during lamellipodia
and filopodia formation [38][39]. RhoA recruits formin mDia, while Rac and Cdc42 recruit WASP proteins and the Arp2/3
complex [40][41]. The Rock proteins are effectors for Rho, while Cdc42 acts via myotonic dystrophy kinase-related Cdc42binding kinase (MRCK) to foster actomyosin contractility for effective locomotion of the migrating cell [42]. Downstream of
Rac/Cdc42, the family of p21-activated kinases (PAK) increases focal adhesion turnover and LIMK1-dependent actin
depolymerization, resulting in cytoskeleton remodeling and migration

[43][44].

Another druggable target involved in actomyosin remodeling, Fascin, ties up actin filaments during filopodia formation and
crucially contributes to tumor cell motility in vitro and in vivo [45][46][47][48]. Fascin is a negative prognostic marker of cancer
patient survival [49][50]. Certain members of small calcium-binding S100 proteins, most notably S100A4, have emerged as
accomplice of cancer progression. S100A4 induces cell migration as a catalyst of interaction with F-actin and of myosinIIa disassembly

[51][52][53][54]

.

Due to its prominent position in cancer progression, FAK has been experimentally targeted with various inhibitors[55].
GSK2256098 intercepts the phosphorylation of FAK at tyrosine residue Y397 and delays pancreatic cancer cell wound
closure in vitro . This compound was recently tested clinically in glioblastoma [NCT01138033] and mesothelioma. It
prolonged survival of patients with merlin-negative tumors [NCT01938443] [56].
The ATP-competitive FAK inhibitor TAE-226 also exerts efficacy against IGFR1 and was found to restrict glioma cell
viability and motility in vitro . Only recently, TAE-226 was able to prevent lung metastasis of orthotopically injected murine
breast cancer cells in syngeneic mice [57].
Fasudil (HA1077) directly inhibits ROCK as an effector of RhoA and is already clinically approved in Japan for
vasospasms due to its capability to suppress actin stress fiber formation and vascular muscle cell migration . This finding
was successfully recapitulated in cancer cells [58][59][60]. However, no clinical trial on cancer has considered fasudil so far.
Multiple novel Rho-GTPase inhibitors prevent pro-migratory cytoskeletal rearrangement and cell motility [61]. While RhoA
inhibitors have not been promoted beyond biochemical analyses, Rac1 and Cdc42 inhibitors were promising in restricting
cell migration in vitro [62]. Several molecules have been designed to compete with the nucleotide-binding pocket of Rac1
and Cdc42. EHT-1864 is particularly effective in preventing estrogen- and androgen-dependent Rac activation in breast
and prostate cancer but might only serve as a prototype due to its adverse effect of platelet apoptosis in mice [63][64][65].
CID2950007 (ML141) and CID44216842 specifically target Cdc42 and restrict the motility of ovarian cancer cells .
Other compounds interfere with guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) binding to Rac/Cdc42 directly. NSC23766 was
designed to occupy Rac1’s binding pocket for the GEFs Trio and Tiam [26] and inhibited lamellipodia formation in lung
cancer cells [66]. Its unacceptable toxicity, however, stimulated several optimizations leading to EHop-016, MBQ-167 and
AZA1 [67].
Therefore, PAK1 as a major executor of Rac1-mediated migration, was targeted in an extensive in silico screen. Two
compounds structurally unrelated to NSC23766 emerged as potent targeting pancreatic cancer cell migration while nontoxic towards normal pancreatic cells

[68]

.

A variety of Cdc42 inhibitors have been established. ZCL278 intercepts activation of Cdc42 by Intersectin. It was effective
in blocking actin-dependent migration of prostate cancer cells in vitro while having no effect on cell viability . AZA197,
derived from AZA1, occupies the nucleotide binding pocket of Cdc42 and prevented colon cancer cell motility and
xenograft implantation in vivo.

Despite promising effects in preclinical studies, none of the small molecules discussed have successfully advanced to
testing in humans [124,130]. Nevertheless, the R-enantiomer of the common NSAID ketorolac was repurposed in ovarian
cancer cells to decrease Cdc42 dependent filopodia formation and cell migration. In a clinical phase III trial the drug was
tested for high risk breast cancer patient treatment.
Extensive effort has also been put in the deployment of PAK inhibitors, particularly targeting PAK1 and PAK4[69]. IPA-3,
the only isoform-selective, allosteric inhibitor of PAK1, stabilizes PAK1 in its autoinhibitory state. Thereby, PAK1dependent cell membrane ruffling is blocked [70]. IPA-3 prevents PAK1 dependent recruitment of WAVE2 and lamellipodia
formation. This results in reduced migration and metastasis of i.v.-injected esophageal cancer cells [71][72]. KPT-9274 and
KPT-8752 can reduce PAK4 expression, resulting in inhibition of growth and migration of renal cancer cells . A clinical
study gauging the safety of KPT-9274 is currently recruiting (NCT02702492). Another PAK4-inhibitor, PF3758309, was
shown to restrict lung cancer cell motility. It was prematurely terminated in a clinical trial due to intolerable adverse
effects. This indicates the need for further optimization of this compound (NCT00932126).
Treatments with fascin inhibitors NP-G2-029 and NP-G2-044, which prevent interaction with actin filaments, resulted in
reduced migration, invasion and metastasis of breast cancer cells [73][74]. NP-G2-044 is currently in a phase I trial in
patients with metastatic disease [NCT03199586].
Integrins as mediators of cell migration also support tumor cells in circulation (CTCs) and metastatic settlement in distant
organs. Integrin αvβ3 is instrumental for the extravasation of breast cancer cells. Tumor cells recruit platelets within the
capillary system of the metastatic site, which in turn release a wide variety of tissue-remodeling factors and facilitate
trans-endothelial migration[75]. MK-0429, an orally bioavailable small molecule, prevents lung metastasis of i.v. injected
melanoma cells and is a major contestant against mainly antibody-based integrin inhibition [76].
Despite improvements in surgical techniques, that seem to obviate any use of migration inhibition of primary tumors, the
consideration of the molecules listed above could have merit in the treatment of unresectable malignancies or in for
example, neo-adjuvant settings.

2.3. Invasion Intervention—Stop the Invaders
Invasion through ECM, intravasation to vasculature and extravasation at the distant site of tumor cells is regulated by
complex signaling. It involves formation of invadopodia, secretion of proteases as well as factors that attract tumor cells
to the metastatic site. In this context, factors that constitute the metastatic niche and the proper environment are
essential to promote tumor cell invasion [77].
An important event in tumor cell invasion is the formation of F-actin-rich invadopodia as membrane protrusions. This
ensures cellular movement and invasion through the ECM [78]. Invadopodia are important to clear the tumor cell path by
degradation of cell-cell junctions and of the ECM. Formation of invadopodia is triggered by growth factors such as EGF,
PDGF, basic FGF and also by integrins. These extracellular stimuli activate PI3K and Src signaling leading to actin remodeling. This is essential to provide the mechanical forces of cell movements [140,141]. Particularly Src signaling has
been identified as key event in this process. This is further supported by adhesion domains, which bind to the ECM and
provide the anchor promoting directed movement. Further, activity of invadopodia is associated with the action of MMPs
and of serine proteases for effective invasion [143,144]. Serine proteases such as uPA not only degrade the ECM but are
also known to proteolytically activate growth factors, for example, HGF, TGF-alpha or basic FGF .
These briefly introduced processes of tumor cell invasion are targets for therapeutic intervention. Considering the
sequence of events impacting tumor cell invasion, three levels are useful for invasion intervention, which also affect
invadopodia formation—(i) stimulation by growth factors, (ii) invasion-promoting signaling and (iii) protease activation.
Growth factors play a decisive role in inducing invasive properties of tumor cells[78][79][80][81][82][83][84][85]. Growth factor
receptors, such as EGFR, PDGFR, basic FGFR and VEGFR are in focus. Apart from antibody-based interventions, small
molecule inhibitors are in clinical use or under development. For EGFR-signaling erlotinib and gefitinib are known
tyrosine kinase inhibitors, whereas sorafenib, sunitinib and pazopanib are inhibitors of the VEGF receptor [38–41].
Further, FGFR and also the VEGFR function is antagonized by brivanib (BMS-582664), a prodrug, which is converted to

the ATP-competitor BMS-450215. PDGFR autophosphorylation and therefore receptor activation can be inhibited by the
adenine mimetic drug orantinib (SU6668), which also acts on FGF-1, due to structural similarities of the ATP binding sites
of the two receptors as target motive for the drug . For all these, mostly multitarget inhibitors, anti-metastatic and antiinvasion activity has been demonstrated.
As mentioned, Src and Src-signaling play an important role in invasion. Its inhibition was shown to intervene in invasion
and metastasis. Small molecule inhibitors, which interfere with Src activity and signaling, are the clinically used drugs
dasatinib and bosutinib (SKI-606), the dual kinase inhibitor saracatinib (AZD-0530) and the dual Src/tubulin inhibitors
KX02, KX2-391. Among those, dasatinib has been shown to inhibit tumor growth and metastasis formation of an
orthotopic prostate cancer model . This was associated with drug-mediated reduction in cancer cell migration and
invasion. Saracatinib inhibits the invadopodia regulatory proteins FAK, p130 Crk-associated substrate (CAS) and
contactin in HNSCC. Such small molecule inhibitors of pathways, which are essential for invadopodia formation and
function, indicate the effectiveness of intervention strategies at this driving step of cancer metastasis.
The main function of invadopodia for cancer cells is promotion of matrix degradation to support cancer cell invasion. In
this regard targeting proteases is an additional level for effective intervention and prevention of metastasis. In this
context, MMPs (e.g., MMP-2, MMP-9) are valuable targets. MMPs are members of zinc-endopeptidases with proteolytic
activity against a broad spectrum of ECM substrates to support tumor cell invasion [86][87]. Tumor cells express MMPs at
their leading edges to degrade collagen fibers to open the invasion path. Based on this, inhibition of invasion by MMP
interference might contribute to inhibition of the entire metastatic process. For such an approach, numerous small
molecule inhibitors have been developed. They belong to the group of hydroxamates (batimastat, marimastat,
prinomastat, solimastat etc.), thiol-based MMP inhibitors (e.g., rebimastat, tanomastat) and other MMP inhibitors, such as
carbamoylphosphonate cis-ACCP, pyrimidine-trione-like Ro28-2653 or the sulfonamide derivative S-3304. Clinical testing
of such inhibitors however revealed low efficacy of MMP intervention. This is potentially due to low selectivity of the drugs
or due to emergence of resistance mechanisms in treated tumors. Another resistance mechanism is the switch of tumor
cells from protease-dependent to protease-independent invasion to circumvent the inhibitory activity of applied small
molecule drugs. This is the rational, by which the tissue inhibitors of metalloproteases (TIMPs) came into focus. Here,
small molecules are of increasing interest, which stimulate TIMP expression to inhibit the malicious action of MMPs in
tumor invasion and metastasis. Such activity has been tested for compounds like the organo-sulfur compound diallyldisulfide, the lignan arctigenin or the arylsulfonamide derivative MPT0G013 and many others, which all increased TIMP-3
expression and inhibited tumor cell migration and invasion.
Due to the migration, invasion and metastasis promoting function of the serine protease uPA, numerous approaches are
aiming at inhibition of its proteolytic activity

[88]

. Small molecule inhibitors, such as the ameloride derivatives B-428 and B-

623 were shown to inhibit prostate and also breast cancer growth and metastasis in vivo . Similarly, encouraging results
have been obtained by testing WX-671 and its prodrug WX-UK1 in clinical trials for treatment of solid tumors . Such uPA
targeting approaches indicate the therapeutic value for tumor suppression and metastasis reduction.
In summary, there is a plethora of small molecules available, which act on processes of invadopodia action, cell migration
and invasion. Their use for intervention in signaling processes of migration and invasion and combination with other
drugs that interfere in other essential steps of metastasis formation will contribute to improved anti-metastatic therapy of
cancer.
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